We report the discovery of additional 22 RV Tau stars located in the OGLE-II and OGLE-III fields toward the Galactic bulge, increasing to 357 objects the OGLE-III catalog of type II Cepheids in the Galactic center. Four of the newly detected RV Tau stars belong to the RVb class, i.e., they show large-amplitude, long-period modulation of the mean luminosity. In the updated catalog, the relative number of RV Tau stars in the whole sample of the Galactic bulge type II Cepheids is similar to the Magellanic Cloud samples.
In the paper by Soszyński et al. (2011) we presented a catalog of 335 type II Cepheids -BL Her, W Vir, and RV Tau stars -detected in the OGLE-II and OGLE-III fields toward the Galactic bulge. However, during the search for long-period variables in the same fields (Soszyński et al. 2013) we identified additional 22 type II Cepheids. All of them have pulsating periods longer than 20 days, i.e., in the RV Tau star period range.
A. A.
The newly detected Cepheids were missed in the original search for a few reasons.
1. The light curves were affected by a small number of observing points which reduced the periodic signal-to-noise ratio below the adopted thresholds. 2. The light curves resembled those of semiregular variables, so these stars were initially classified as pulsating red giants. Careful re-analysis of their intrinsic colors (dereddened with the extinction maps by Nataf et al. 2013 ) and the light curve morphology showed that they are RV Tau stars or related to them yellow semiregular variables (SRd stars). 3. The light curves were dominated by long-term, usually periodic changes of the mean brightness, and only the search for long-period variables revealed these objects. The latter behavior in four stars is shown in Fig. 1 . These are the so called RVb stars. One object of this type -OGLE-BLG-T2CEP-177 -was noticed in Soszyński et al. (2011) Note that even though our search for long-period variables covered periods down to 5 days, we did not detect any new type II Cepheids with periods below 20 days (W Vir stars). Therefore, we assess that the completeness of our catalog of W Vir stars toward the Galactic bulge is very high. Three RV Tau stars from the new sample are more than 2 mag fainter than typical RV Tau stars in the bulge. These objects are likely located behind the bulge, possibly in the Sagittarius Dwarf Galaxy. 
In the supplemented version of the catalog of type II Cepheids in the Galactic bulge the distribution of pulsation periods (Fig. 2) much more resembles the sample from the Large Magellanic Cloud (Soszyński et al. 2008) . Now RV Tau stars constitute 20% of the total sample of bulge type II Cepheids, while in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds this quantity is about 21%. This suggests similar scenarios of the late stellar evolution in these environments.
